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A REGENERATIONAL HERO:  YOU! 

“You are a Regenerational Hero consciously involved in the process of transforming your 
consciousness by shifting your identification from the grievances, positionality, and “I’m upset 

because …” of the small self in service to Awakening unto Love—to your Divine Loving Nature 
—luminous Light radiantly expressing God's Glory in HU-man form.” 

u Mary R. Hulnick

1. Invite your partner to reflect on their Relationship Project as a process of regeneration in
consciousness from identification with the old “I’m upset because …” story to the
Healing, Learning, and Liberation of the Regenerational Hero's story.  The focus of the
Relationship as Spiritual Opportunity trio processes of Healing and transforming a
challenging relationship have included the following:

a) A Current Relationship Opportunity—Taking the Temperature of Your Relationship
b) Choice: A Tool of Authentic Empowerment
c) Healing the Hurts that Bind You:  Accepting and Completing Your Curriculum
d) Cleansing the Lens of Your Perception Through Identifying, Owning, Accepting, and

Dissolving Negative Projections 
e) Spiritual Curriculum and Spiritual Ecology—Completing Unfinished Business
f) Liberation and Intergenerational  Healing Through Transcending Limiting Stories
g) A Gestalt Dialogue With the Person Who is the Focus of the Relationship Project
h) Monthly Relationship Remedies of your choice

2. Invite your partner to share their story of regeneration using their Relationship Project as
their frame of reference.  Invite them to move into the fourth chair.  Then invite them to
move into the Authentic Self and share from the consciousness of the Regenerational
Hero.  Give the Regenerational Hero a voice.  Encourage them to share:

a) How it used to be
b) How it is now
c) Significant turning points
d) What they have learned

3. Ask the Regenerational Hero whether there’s any remaining judgment, positionality,
grievance, againstness, or grudge to be released.  Is there anything the small self has been
reluctant to relinquish—to let go?  If an opportunity for Compassionate Self-Forgiveness is
present, invite your partner to move into their Heart, and to deeply and completely let go
of any separation in service to deep Healing and revelation of the Authentic Self.

4. When Compassionate Self-Forgiveness is complete, ask the Regenerational Hero what
Wisdom it has to share and their intention going forward.

5. Invite the Regenerational Hero to share a Blessing of Gratitude.

“The first function of mythology is showing everything as a metaphor to transcendence.” 
u Joseph Campbell



 
YOUR RELATIONSHIP REMEDY FOR OCTOBER: 
 
1. What Relationship Remedy did you utilize last month?   
             
             
              

2.  What do you perceive as your most valuable learning through your participation in your 
Relationship Project? 

             
             
              

3. What did you experience as the most powerful Compassionate Self-Forgiveness during this trio? 
             
             
              

4. What Wisdom did your Regenerational Hero share with you and what is your intention 
going forward? 

             
             
              

5. What Blessing of Gratitude did your Regenerational Hero share with you? 
             
             
              

6. What is your Relationship Remedy for this month?  Remember, this can be as small as:  
• Placing yourself and the person who is the focus of your Relationship Project into 

the Light;  
• Asking for Spirit’s assistance for the Highest Good on a daily basis, reviewing your 

Relationship Intentions once a week;  
• Listening to Soul Moment:  Mary’s Self-Forgiveness Meditation or Soul Moment:  Flooding 

With Loving Meditation;  
• Utilizing your Relationship Rating Scale to track your experience;  
• Using the Cleansing the Lens of Perception closed-eye process; 
• Using the Blessing of Healing Grace closed-eye process;   
• Moving into the Wisdom of your Spiritual Heart and sharing “I am …” statements 

describing yourself in the present tense, responding with neutrality; 
• Speaking with the person who is the focus of your Relationship Project in the 

Sanctuary of your Heart daily (or whatever frequency you choose); 
• Attuning to and receiving your Regenerational Hero’s Blessing of Gratitude.  

 We simply encourage you to choose one, simple thing and then follow through with it. 
             
             
              


